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Screening for secondary causes (and monitoring for side effects and cardiovascular risk) 
 
1. History: Key for differential diagnosis, needs to be re-taken over time as symptoms stabilize, alliance 

improves, and collateral becomes available. 
• Evaluating for TBIs: remember these are rarely remembered by the patient, get collateral 
• Evaluating for seizure disorders: ask about episodic changes in mental status, get collateral 
• Evaluating for substance use disorders: information quality often improves over time, as alliance 

improves 
• Evaluating for rare etiologies: see General Principles below 

 
2. Laboratory/Imaging (for both w/u and monitoring purposes): Review tests already done at ER/Hospital and 
add as necessary. 

 
Additional Notes: 
•  Waist circumference is optional, weight will do for most 
 
•  CMHC screening for syphilis is RPR, and FTA-ABS is 
automatically done if this is -ve 
 
•  Would replace fasting glucose with (non-fasting) HbA1c 
at first visit (and f/u with fasting if borderline or elevated) 

•  Record smoking in ppd (also ask about e-cigarettes, pipes, 
other) 
•  Patients in fMRI studies at STEP will already have (lower 
quality) structural MRI available 
 
(Tables from Freudenreich, et al 2009). 

 
 
** Consider ECG on admission for all and monitoring annually and more often based on mild/moderate/high-
effect classification of APDs (ref: Maudsley handbook) 
**Consider PRL baseline or post-admission for all, especially females 
** Consider serum HCG/pregnancy test for all females 
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General background and principles: 
• Most common causes of diagnostic errors are related to cognitive biases in clinicians 
• >100 possible ‘secondary’ causes of psychosis and impossible to screen for all 
• The best protection against a ‘missed’ secondary cause for psychosis is longitudinal f/u by a clinician alert for 

atypical features in presentation, course or responsiveness to treatment (what is between your ears may be more 
important than what is in front of your eyes) 

• Embrace Bayes: (i) Stay alert to rare diseases (on way is to read about them every time it comes up in a 
differential - you are more likely to ‘see’ what you are able to call to mind) so you can set prior expectations 
appropriately; and (ii) understand the performance of the test you order (i.e. how much does it increase or 
decrease your prior expectation of the disease being present?): a probabilistic, revisionist approach vs. quest 
for certainty. 

Procedures (that follow from above):  
• Careful, iterative History and targeted Examination and lab testing:  
• Evaluate for common disorders and co-morbidities (e.g. substance use, mood disorders) 
• Evaluate for rare but easily treatable disorders (e.g. B12 deficiency, syphilis, HIV) 
• Revisit rare and especially secondary causes that would modify treatment approach: consider risks/costs of 

invasive testing but pursue strong suspicions! 
- Remember the aphorism: “If you go fishing and don’t catch anything, you cannot conclude that there are no fish in the 

ocean” (George Murray) e.g. for a seizure disorder masquerading as primary psychosis, random EEGs ordered 
randomly are often uninformative: consider serial/sleep-deprived/provocative EEGs if you have a high index of 
suspicion. 

• Continued education about etiologies you have not seen but you or others have worried raised in the 
differential (i.e. priming your Bayesian priors): ‘if you think you see something, read something’. 

• Continued education about best tests to order and their performance (e.g. sensitivity /specificity of urine tests 
for substances of abuse)  

• Baseline measures and continued monitoring to assess for medication side effects (e.g. baseline weight, 
movement disorders, PRL, pregnancy) and especially monitoring for cardiovascular risk should be regularly 
audited. 
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